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Research Objectives: 
    During highly volatile market of 2008-2011: 
(1) Do high quality stocks outperform the market (S&P 500)? 
(2) Do high quality value stocks outperform high quality growth stocks? 
(3) Do high quality small cap stocks outperform high quality large cap 
stocks? 
(4) What factor weighting mechanisms provide the best returns? 
(5) Do high quality stocks have a low risk to return relationship?  
 
Background: 
•In highly volatile markets such as the financial crisis of 2008, there has 
been an increased focus on high quality stocks 
•2008-2011 is a highly volatile market period with 4 distinct phases: 
• 2008 = downswing; 2009 = rebound; 2010 = upswing;  
2011 = trading range 
 
S&P 500: 2008-2011 
Conclusions: 
(1) High quality stocks outperform the market with the exception of the 
rebound period of 2009 
• Size average alpha: 128.09% 
• Growth/value average alpha: 141.17% 
(2) High quality growth stocks outperform high quality value stocks 
(3) High quality small cap stocks outperform high quality large cap 
stocks 
(4) Best factor weightings (based on cumulative outperformance of 
the S&P 500): 
• For market size portfolios: ROA and P/B  
• For growth/value portfolios: 1/MC and ROA  
(5) None of the portfolios were able to achieve an information ratio 
greater than 1 (risk outweighs returns) 
 
 
Very High Growth vs. Deep Value Cumulative Outperformance of 
the S&P, 2008-2011 
  
Very Large Cap vs. Very Small Cap Cumulative Outperformance of 
the S&P, 2008-2011 
Portfolio Design: 
•Created two sets of portfolios and gave each portfolio $1 million  investment 
(1) Market size: portfolios stratified by market capitalization 
• Analyzed effect of valuation (price to book ratio and inverse of price 
to book ratio), profitability (return on assets), and operating 
efficiency (operating margin) on returns  
(2) Growth/value: portfolios stratified by price to book ratio 
• Analyzed effect of market size (market cap and inverse of market 
cap), profitability (return on assets), and operating efficiency 
(operating margin) on returns 
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